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ABSTRACT
Programming video tutorials showcase programming tasks and associated workflows. Although video tutorials are easy to create, it is
often difficult to explore the captured workflows and interact with
the programs in the videos. In this work, we propose a tool named
VTRevolution – an interactive programming video tutorial authoring system. VTRevolution has two components: 1) a tutorial authoring system leverages operating system level instrumentation to log
workflow history while tutorial authors are creating programming
video tutorials; 2) a tutorial watching system enhances the learning experience of video tutorials by providing operation history
and timeline-based browsing interactions. Our tutorial authoring
system does not require any special recording tools or instrumentation of target applications. Neither does it incur any additional
burden on tutorial authors to add interactions to video tutorials.
Given a video tutorial enriched with synchronously-logged workflow history, our tutorial watching system allows tutorial watchers
to explore the captured workflows and interact with files and code
in a way that is impossible for video data alone. We conduct a user
study of 90 developers to evaluate the design and effectiveness of
our system in helping developers learn programming knowledge
in video tutorials.
Demonstration video link: https://youtu.be/9HSVQRaqgA0
Tool website: http://baolingfeng.xyz:8080/VTRevolution/
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1

INTRODUCTION

Programming video tutorials have become a very popular resource
to help developers learn coding. A survey reported that more than
2/3 developers use video tutorials weekly and monthly [17]. Video
tutorials allow developers to directly observe the workflows that
are carried out to complete programming tasks, which might be
more valuable than traditional, text-based learning resources [12].
Comparing with text-based tutorials, it’s much easier to record a
5 minutes tutorial video using a screen-capturing tool like Snagit1 [16].
However, due to the nature of video content (i.e., a stream of screencaptured images), it is difficult to let video tutorial watchers interact
with the tutorial content. First, a tutorial watcher cannot get an
holistic, high-level overview of workflow, e.g., when to modify
which file and how, or what content the tutorial author already
adds to a file up till now. Second, there is no effective search and
navigation support for tutorial content. Finally, it is inconvenient
to access complementary learning resources. A tutorial watcher is
usually unfamiliar with some APIs in the tutorial and need complementary learning resources (e.g., API documentation) to assist
their learning of the tutorial.
The above interaction limitations can lead to misunderstandings
of the content [10], difficulties in keeping up with the pace of the
tutorial and reduced knowledge retention [15]. Existing multimedia
tutorial authoring tools (e.g. HyperCard 2 , Adobe Authorware3 ) allow
the authors to create more interactive video tutorials and annotate
the video content with rich information. But the limitation is that
they require authors define the story line and there are no aids for
freely exploring the captured workflows. Some recent work [1, 2, 17]
uses Optical-Char-Recognition (OCR) techniques to convert video
content into text, which can then be summarized, searched or linked
to other resources. But OCR technique has limitations in time cost
and quality of extracted data.
In this paper, we design and implement an interactive programming video tutorial system named VT-Revolution. A key design goal
of VT-Revolution is, on the one hand, we want tutorial watchers
to be able to freely explore the captured workflow in the tutorial
and interact with the tutorial content; and, on the other hand, we
do not want to create a significant burden on tutorial authors to
1 https://www.techsmith.com/snagit.html
2 http://hypercard.org/
3 http://www.adobe.com/products/authorware/
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Figure 1: The Framework of VT-Revolution
manually annotate tutorial videos with workflow history and other
complementary resources.
To achieve this goal, our tutorial authoring system records screencaptured video and uses ActivitySpace [3, 6] to synchronously
log the workflow history while the author is interacting with software development environment to create a programming tutorial.
The ActivitySpace tool can unobtrusively track and analyze a
developer’s interactions with a wide range of software tools and
applications commonly used in software development, including
IDEs, text editors, web browsers, and office software. It has been
successfully applied in several studies, e.g., [5, 20]. As the first
proof-of-concept of our interactive programming video tutorial
system, we only log tutorial authors’ actions within the IDE. This
is because the programming video tutorial author usually spends
most of the time in the IDE to demonstrate how to complete the
programming task. ActivitySpace allows us to easily extend the
workflow history logging to other software tools used during the
programming tutorial.
Figure 1 presents our VT-Revolution system, which contains a
tutorial authoring system and a tutorial watching system. The
tutorial authoring system integrates a regular screen-capturing tool
(e.g., Snagit), the ActivitySpace framework [3, 6], and a workflow
operation abstraction component. The tutorial watching system
takes as input an interactive programming tutorial, consisting of a
screen-captured programming video and a synchronously-logged
time-series of workflow operations. The tutorial watching system
integrates a video player, several workflow history user interfaces,
a video-workflow synchronization component, and a API document
linker [18].

2 VT-REVOLUTION SYSTEM
2.1 Tutorial Authoring System
Synchronous Video Recording & Workflow History Logging
To create an interactive programming video tutorial, a tutorial author can use a system that installs a screen-capturing tool (e.g.,
Snagit) and the ActivitySpace tool [3]. Screen-capturing tools
usually support shortcut keys (for example, Snagit uses Shift+F9
and Shift+F10) to start and stop screen capturing. The ActivitySpace tool can be configured to monitor such key events. Once the
ActivitySpace tool detects that the tutorial author starts (or stops)
the video recording using the screen-capturing tool, it will start (or
stop) the synchronous logging of the tutorial author’s workflow
history during the programming tutorial.
As the author is interacting with an application, ActivitySpace
logs a time series of low-level HCI action records. Each action record
has a time stamp down to millisecond precision. An action record
is composed of event type and basic window information collected

Type

When to Log

Edit

Key inputs occur

View

—-

Edit

—-

View

—-

Edit

Key inputs occur

Content to Log
Component type, Window title
File content, File display name
Component type
View content, View name
Component type, Window title
File content, File display name
Component type
View content, View name
Component type, Window title
File content, File display name

using OS Window APIs, and focused UI component information
that the application exposes to the operating system through accessibility APIs. The current prototype of tutorial authoring system
configures ActivitySpace to log four types HCI actions in IDE
editors and views as summarized in Table 1.
Workflow Operation Abstraction Considering the logging latency of HCI actions, the ActivitySpace tool just logs the action
records during tutorial authoring. However, these low-level action
records cannot intuitively reflect the developer’s programming operations at higher-level of abstraction. Therefore, once the tutorial
author stops the video recording and workflow history logging, our
tutorial authoring system will abstract the logged time-series of
low-level action records into a time series of high-level workflow
operations. The current system prototype abstracts four categories
of workflow operations pertinent to programming tasks: open file
and switch file, inspect exception, add and delete code elements, and
edit text content. Table 2 summarizes the heuristics for abstracting
these workflow operations from low-level action records.

2.2

Tutorial Watching System

Figure 2 shows the screenshots of workflow history user interfaces
in VT-Revolution. The design of these workflow history UIs allows
tutorial watchers to easily explore workflow history, interact with
tutorial content, and access API documents.
Video Caption: This feature allows tutorial watchers to easily note
“what the tutorial author does at this moment” in the tutorial video.
The video caption, which is automatically generated by the system
based on workflow operations, highlights tutorial author’s actions
and code-element changes in the video content that is currently
playing.
Workflow Operation Timeline: Workflow operation timeline
provides an overview of “when the tutorial author does what to
which file” during a programming tutorial. Workflow operations are
shown chronologically from top down in the workflow operation
timeline. Each row represents an operation incluing the time span
of the operation (a horizontal bar proportional to the time span),
the operation type, and the involved file(s). For add/delete-codeelements operations, the rows display the involved code elements.
For inspect-exception and edit-text-content operations, the rows
display a link which can be clicked to view details of exception or
text content changes in a pop-up view.
Workflow operation timeline allows tutorial watchers to search
and navigate tutorial content by workflow operations. Tutorial watchers can filter the workflow operations by operation type or the
involved file(s). The tutorial video timeline and the workflow operation timeline are synchronized. As the tutorial video is playing or
tutorial watchers navigate the tutorial video timeline, the workflow
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Table 2: Workflow Operation Abstraction
Operation Category
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Figure 2: Screenshots of VT-Revolution. (1) Video player. (2) Search
Workflow Operations. (3) Show Workflow Operation Timeline. (4) Show File
Content View. (5) A programming task description in tutorial. (6) Video Caption: workflow operation at this moment. (7) The highlighted workflow operation is synchronous with the video playing. (8) The file timeline: when to
work on which file and time spent. (9) File content is synchronous with the
video playing. (10) Right click an operation in operation timeline to access
API document.

operation involved in the current video content will be highlighted
in yellow color. The video watcher can navigate the tutorial video
by double-clicking an operation in the workflow operation timeline.
File Content View File content view allows tutorial watchers to
view “all the content that the tutorial author already created to a
file till to the current time of video playing” during a programming
tutorial. Tutorial watchers can show/hide this view by clicking
“Show/Hide File Content View” button. The files that have been
opened till the current time of video playing are displayed in a
tabbed view. Each tab is annotated with the display name of a file.
The focused file and its content is synchronized with the tutorial
video playing. As the tutorial video is playing or tutorial watchers
navigate the video, the focused file in the current video content
will be underlined in the file content view. As changes are made to
the focused file in the tutorial video, the content of the focused file
will be updated automatically in the file content view. Although

Abstraction Heuristics
File display name at the time t i does not appear in the set of
file display names from all the action records till the time t i −1
The file display name at the time t i is different from the file display
name at the time t i −1
The console output view has the focus from the time t i −1 to t i ,
and the view content contains string “exception”
Unmatched AST node in the AST at the time t i , compared with
the AST at the time t i −1
Unmatched AST node in the AST at the time t i −1 , compared with
the AST at the time t i
Text content differences in the non-source text file from
the time t i −1 to t i

only a part of the focused file is visible in the current video content,
tutorial watchers can switch between files and view file contents
in the file content view just like in the IDE, without the need to
navigate the video to the time when that content is visible.
File content view uses a timeline of file to provide an overview of
“when the tutorial author works on which file and the time spent” during a programming tutorial . Each file in the timeline is represented
by a distinct color. The same color is used in the corresponding
file tab. The time spent on a file is proportional to a horizontal bar
on the timeline. The horizontal bar is annotated with the corresponding file display name. This file timeline and the tutorial video
timeline are synchronized. Combined with video and file content
synchronization, the file timeline allows tutorial watchers to navigate tutorial content based on the time when the tutorial author works
on a particular file and creates particular file content.
Search Workflow Operations This feature allows tutorial watchers to find workflow operations that involve code elements they are
interested in. Tutorial watchers enter a keyword in the search box.
The system currently performs a simple substring match between
the entered keyword and the name attribute of code elements involved in workflow operations. It returns a list of work operations
that involve the matched code elements in a chronological order.
Tutorial watchers can double-click an operation in the results list
to navigate the tutorial video to the start time of the double-clicked
operation.
Accessing API Documentation While tutorial watchers inspect
workflow operations in workflow operation timeline or workflow
operation search results, or view code content in file content view,
they can select a code element and request complementary learning
resources. The current prototype supports the access to the official
API documentation of the selected code element. We adopt the
approach proposed in the Live API documentation tool [18] for
linking the selected code element to its relevant API document.

3

EVALUATION

We conduct a usability study to evaluate the proposed system, VTRevolution. We first record three Java programming tutorial videos
using a screen-capture tool and ActivitySpace. Then we design
a questionnaire for each tutorial video and invite 90 junior Java
developers in an IT company to complete these questionnaires
using VT-Revolution. 90 developers are divided into six groups:
three experimental groups and three corresponding control groups.
Each group has 15 participants. The participants in an experimental
group and the corresponding control group. Finally, we analyze the
results of the questionnaires and illustrate how VT-Revolution to
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can help developers learn video tutorials more efficiently, and lead
to more satisfactory learning experience. The current prototype of
VT-Revolution only supports several workflow operation abstractions in IDEs. In the future, we will extend it by supporting more
applications and more workflow operations. ing resources: code
and workflow.
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4

RELATED WORK

Video tutorials have been proved to be an effective medium for
learning, for example, by providing user-guided experience [7] and
encouraging learners to explore and learn at their own pace [13].
However, video tutorials also have some drawbacks, for example,
navigation issues within long video tutorials [10], and it’s hard
for users who lack of overall understanding of recorded workflow
to keep up with the pace of the instructions. Past research has
shown that navigation and understanding of workflows in video
tutorials can be aided by providing operation history and timelinebased browsing interactions [9, 14]. These tools are designed for
drawing applications and graphical design software. Our system
incorporates operation history and timeline interactions specially
designed for software data, such as file switching, code-element
changes.
Researchers have investigated how to create effective video for
education [11, 19]. Some tools [8, 9] use operation histories to
help users understand the captured workflow. However, these approaches require special recording tools and instrumentation of
target applications. In contrast, our system does not have such requirements due to the adoption of the ActivitySpace framework.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose an interactive programming video tutorial system, VTRevolution, to enhance the learning experience of programming
video tutorials. By linking workflow history with video playback,
tutorial watchers can obtain a high-level overview of workflow
and file content, and directly navigate to parts of interest in their
learning of video tutorials. Our user study confirms that our system

